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D9R Track-Type Tractor
The D9R's power, response and control turns out more production at lower cost-per-yard.

Power Train
y' fne rugged, easy-to-service Caterpillar

34088 engine has a 57Vo torque rise.

The Hydraulically actuated,
Electronically controlled, U nit I nj ection
(HEUI) fuel system provides reduced

sound and emission levels.
y' 

'q,n 
exclusive Caterpillar designed

torque divider allows the engine to
respond quickly to varying work
applications. pg. 4-5

Engineeredfor demanding work. The
DgR's durable construction is made fo,
tough working conditions. It keeps material
moving with the reliability and low
operating costs you expect from Cat tractors.

Gooling System
y' fne Advanced Modular Cooling System

(AMOCS) combines higher cooling
capacity with easier servicirzg. AMOCS
allows the machine to be operated in the
most demanding environments with less

downtime. pg.6

Differential Steering
y' Optional Caterpillar designed and

manufactur e d dffi r e ntial ste ering
provides smooth, one handed
turning c ontrol, with uninterrupted
power to both tracks. The differential
steer allows easier turns while
maintaining desired groundspeed for
fast cycle times and high production.
pg. 7



Structure
Mainframe is heav), strong and durable.
Full box sections, steel castings and

continuous rolled rails provide durable
support to the suspended undercaniage,
elevated final drives and other integral
frame components. pg. I

Undercarriage
The elevated sprocket moves the final
drives above the work area, isolating
them from ground impacts. The
suspended underc arriage puts more
track on the ground for higher traction
and less slippage. It also absorbs shocks

for a smoother ride and longer machine
life. pg. I

Operator Station
The comfortable, efficient control deck
encourages top output. Controls are

low-effort and easy to reach. Cat
Contour Series Seat provides proper
support and automotive comfort. The
front, side and rear views from the seat

are exceptional. The Computerized
Monitoring System (CMS) has easy-to-
read gauges, which constantly inform
the operator of key machine functions.
pg. 10-11

Work Tools
The variety of bulldozer blades, rippers
and other options allow you to
customize the D9R to match your
specific application. pg.12

Load Sensing Hydraulics
y' fne Load Sensing Hydraulic System

controls hydraulic implement pump

flow to assure the most fficient use of
the available engine power while
reducing fuel consumption. p9.12

y' lr,lew feature



Power Train
The 34088 engine when
power shift transmission

matched with the torque divider and field prov€fr,

will provide years of dependable service.

Gaterpillaro 3408E engine performs at

full-rated net power of 302 kW (405 hp)

at 1900 rpm with a high torque rise of
5l7o. The large displacement and high

torque rise allow the D9R to doze

through tough material. The high

displacement and low RPM rating allow
long hours of continuous operation.

Turbocharging and aftercooling provide

high horsepower while keePing RPM
and exhaust temperatures low. The

engine's electronically controlled,
hydrautically operated, unit injection
fuel system helps it meet current
emission standards.

Exhaust smoke is significantly reduced

through precise, electronic control of
fueling limits and injection timing.

The HEUI (Hydraulically actuated,
Electronical ly control led, Unit lniection)

is a unique and proven high-pressure,

direct injection fuel system. This system

electronically monitors operator and

sensor inputs to optimize engine

performance. The HEUI system is truly
unique in its ability to independently
control injection pressure over the entire

engine operating speed range. These

features allow the 3408E to have

complete control over injection timing,
duration, rate and pressure.

HEUI fuel system incorporates rate

shaping technology which modifies the

heat release characteristics of the

combustion process for significant
decreases in combustion sound and

emission levels.

A steel spacel between the block and

head eliminates the need for block
counterbores, extending block life.

lmproved reliability through reduction

of complex mechanical linkages and by

electronically protecting the engine

during:

r Cold starts

r Prolonged idling periods

r High altitude operation

r Operation with plugged air filters

Stel I ite-faced va lves, through-hardened

crankshaft journals and steel-backed,

copper-bonded aluminum bearings help

assure reliable perforrnance in the

toughest duty.

Gomponents live longer because oil-
cooled pistons and full-length water-

cooled cylinder liners provide
maximum heat transfer for longer

component life. The cylinder heads also

utilize additional coolant passages to .

provide maximum cooling to the rear of
the engine.



Torque Divider. A single-stage torque
converter with output torque divider
sends 7 5Vo of engine torque through the
converter and 25Vo through a direct
drive shaft for gre ater driveline
efficiency and higher torque
multiplication.

A freewheel stator is used with the
torque divider to improve low-load
efficiency. This design can improve fuel
efficiency.

The torque converter shields the
driveline from sudden torque shocks
and vibration.

Elevated final drives are isolared from
ground and implement induced impact
loads for extended power train life.

t Crown-shaved drive gears provide
smooth, quiet, low maintenance
operation.

I Splash lubrication and Duo-Cone
Seals extend service life.

Planetary Power Shift Transmission has
3-speeds forward and 3-speeds reverse
and utilizes large diameter, high-
capacity, oil-cooled clutches.

r Modulation system permits fast speed
and direction changes.

r Modular transmission and bevel gear
slide into rear case for servicing ease,

even with ripper installed.

r Oil-to-water cooler for maximum
cooling capacity.

r Forced oil flow lubricates and cools
clutch packs to provide maximum
clutch life.

Note: Artwork represents torque
divider concept only.
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Gooling System
Superior cooling in the hottest work conditions.

Advanced Modular Gooling System
(AMOCS} utilizes an exclusive two pass

cooling system and increased cooling
surface area to provide significantly
more cooling capacity than
conventional systems.

Two pass cooling system circulates
coolant from the sectioned bottom tank
(1) up through one side (2) of the cooling
element and down through the other
side (3) returning it to the bottom tank.

The cooling elements are individual
core modules that are connected to a
sectioned bottom tank. There is no top
tank to remove.

r 9 steel fins per inch.

r Brass tube construction within each

core.

The servicing of the AMOCS can be

performed without tilting the radiator
guard.

r No need to remove or replace a major
component as on single-core
radiators.

r Éach core module can be replaced
individually (without removing the

entire radiator), saving considerable
cost and repair time.
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Differential Steering
(J ses hydraulics instead of friction to steer.

D ifferentia I Steeri ng delivers
unintemrpted power to both tracks to
help maintain blade loads and reduce
cycle times.

The operator can steer and change
directions easily with one hand.

r Steering is controlled by pulling the
tiller back for a right turn or pushing
it forward for a left turn.

I Rotating the tiller forward
(clockwise) or backward (counter
clockwise) selects direction of travel
(forwardlreverse).

r Transmission speed changes are
controlled using the knob on the end
of the tiller.

A planetary differential turns the
machine by speeding up one track and
slowing the other, while maintainino
full power to both.

Tiller control allows the operator to
work more precisely in close areas,
around structures, obstacles, grade
stakes, other machines or on fine
grades.

Especially efficient in soft underfooting,
where both tracks can power through
turns to keep loads moving and
maintain traction.

An efficient hydraulic system devores
one pump solely to steering with a

separate pump to power implements.
Adequate hydraulic power is available
to steer and operate implements at the
same time.



Structures
Engineered and built to give solid support in the most demanding work.
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Mainframe Strength. The D9R
mainframe is built to absorb high

impact shock loads and twisting forces.

1 Frame rails are full box section,
designed to keep components rigidly
aligned.

2 Heavy steel castings give added

strength to the main case, equalizer

bar saddle, front cross member and

tag-link trunnion.

3 The top and bottom rails are

continuous rolled sections, with no

machining or welding to Provide
superior mainframe durabilitY.

4 The main case elevates the final
drives well above the ground level

work areato protect them from
impact loads, abrasion and

contaminants.

5 A pivot shaft and pinned equalizer bar

maintain track roller frame alignment.

Tag-link construction brings the blade

closer to the machine for more precise

dozing and load control.

Tag-link design provides solid lateral

stability and better cylinder positions

for constant pryout independent of
blade height.



Undercarriage
The Caterpillar elevated sprockets are
component life.

better machine balance anddesigned fo,

Suspended undercarriage design
absorbs impact loads to reduce the
shock loads transferred to the
underc aniage by up to 50Vo.

Bogie suspension conforms more
closely to the ground to provide up to
l5Vo more ground contact, especially in
hard, uneven terrain. Higher traction
means less slippage, better balance, and

a smoother ride.

Roller Frames are tubular, to resist
bending and twisting, with added

reinforcement where operating loads are

the highest.

r Roller frames attach to tractor by a

pivot shaft and pinned equalizer bar.

I 
:i:iil,iot 

bushings operate in an oil

r A low friction, ro marntenance

bushing is used in the saddle

connectron.

r Resilient pads restrain equalizer bar
oscillation.

r The recoil system is sealed and

lubricated.

Sealed and Lubricated Track.
Permanently coats the track pin with
a sealed-in lubricant, minimizing
metal-to-metal contact.

Virtually eliminates internal pin and

bushing wear.

Lubricant is held in a reservoir in the

track pin.



Operator Station
Designed fo, comfort and ease of operation.
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Glear full-circle view. Tapered hood
and "notched" fuel tank give the

operator a clear line of sight to the front
and rear work areas. The low rear
window lets the operator see the ripper
tip. The large single-pane door windows
allow the operator to see close-in to
each side without leanrng.

Gomfortable, non-tiring operation. An
optional isolation-mounted cab reduces

noise and vibration, marntarnrng an

internal sound level under 84 dB(A).
The cab is pre-wired for a l2-volt or
24-volt radio, and equipped with two
speakers, antenna and radio mount
recessed in the heaclliner.

1 Low effort controls are easily
accessible and provide sure, precise
maneuvering with less operator
fatigue.

2 The Gaterpillar Gontour Series Seat
is fully adjustable and designed for
comfort and support. The seat

cushion reduces the pressure on the
lower back and thighs while allowing
unrestricted arm and leg movement.

3 Gomputerized Monitoring System
(CMSI. The CMS provides the

operator instant feedback on the

condition of operating systems and

records such performance data as

highÂow gauge readings to help
diagnose problems. CMS provides
gauges that monitor the temperature
of the coolant, hydraulic oil and
power train oil, plus engine oil
pressure and fuel level. The CMS
provides alert indicators that monitor
coolant flow, electrical system,

transmission oil filter, air service
indicator, engine warning light and

steering filter (Differential Steering
only). It also has a digital and gauge

type tachometer.

4 Dual twist tiller control. On D9R's
with differential steering, this tiller
controls the direction and degree of
turns, forward-reverse shifting, and
gear selection with one control.

5 Glutch/Brake arrangement. On D9R's
with clutch/brake steering, hand
levers combine steering clutch
disengagement and braking for each

track. Direction and speed are

controlled by a single transmission
control.

6 A rocker switch replaces the throttle
lever, simplifying operation. High or
low idle is delivered with the touch of
a finger.

7 Implement control lever restraints,
when engaged, prevent inadvertent
movement of control lever. These

restraints accept standard Caterpillar
padlocks.

11



Work Tool Attachments
A variety of attachments provide the flexibitity to match the machine to the iob.

1 Bulldozers. The 9SU blade, rated at

13.5 m' (Il .l yd'), and the 9U blade

at 16.4 m3 (21.4 yd') make full use of
the D9R's power.

Dual tilt option can imProve load

control. Allows the operator to optimize

the blade pitch angle for each portion of
the dozing cycle.

Single lever controls all blade movements,

including the optional dual tilt.

Gutting edges are DH-z steel. End bits

are DH-3 to provide maximum service

life in tough materials.

2 Rippers. Single and multi-shank
rippers are made to penetrate tough

material fast. Improved visibility with
slotted fuel tank.

Hydraulic pitch adiustment cylinders

vary the shank angle to get best

penetration so the rock is lifted and

shattered.

Operator can adiust the shank from the

seat using an optional single shank pin

puller.

Multi-shank ripper tailors the tractor to

the material by using one, two or three

shanks.

Load Sensing Hydraulics
Adjusts impleàeni and hydraulic power to increase both operator and machine fficiency.

Load-sensing hydraulics uttlize a

feedback loop from the imPlement

valve to the implement PumP to

continually monitor the hydraulic power

requirements of the imPlement.

During normal blade or riPPer

colrections, pump output increases and

decreases to provide precise power for
dozing or ripping.

Lower pump tequilements reduce

engine power requirements for the

hydraulics, making more drawbar
power available for increased machine

production.

t2



Serviceability
The most serviceable machines.from the most committed dealers.

Built-in servicing ease. Less service
time means more working time. Major
components are made as modules and
most can be removed without disturbing
or removing others.

Ecology drains provide an
environmentally safer method to drain
fluids. They are included on the
radiator, hydraulic tank and major
power tram components.

Spin-on fuel and engine oil filters save
changing time. Further time is saved
with fast fuel and quick oil change
attachments. Equipped with a dozer, the
D9R has only 14 lube points.

AMOCS individual cooling elements
allow radiator servicing without major
component removal, saving
considerable time and cost.

Easier maintenance and repair through
monitoring key functions and logging
critical indicators. Electronic diagnostic
access is possible with a single tool, the
Electronic Technician (ET).

0uick disconnect fittings allow for fasr
diagnosis of the power train and
implement oil systems.

Gomplete Gustomer Support
Less time spent on maintenance gives you more time on the job.

Dealers committed to fast, quality
customet support. Your Cat dealer's
investment in service begins with the
fastest and most complete parts
availability in the industry. The full
range of exchange components and
Caterpillar Remanufactured parts is
aimed at saving you time and money.
All carrying new-parts warranty.

Dealer service response extends to
programs such as Custom Track Service
(CTS), Scheduled Oil Sampling (S.O.S),
and guaranteed maintenance contracts
that get peak life and performance from
your machine.

Your dealer is also expert at ananging
affordable lease, rental or purchase
financing for all Caterpillar products.

t3



Engine
Four-stroke cycle, 65o V8 3408E turbocharged and aftercooled diesel engine.

Transmission
Planetary power shift with three speeds

forward and reverse.

Maximum travel speeds

Speed MPH

Forward 3.9 2.4

6.8 4.2

1 1.8 '7 .3

Reverse 4.8 3.0

8.4 5.2

14.7 9.r

Features
r special modulation system permits

fast speed and direction changes
r 432 mm (17") diameter, high torque

capacity oil clutches
r modular transmission, bevel gear and

differential plug into rear of main

drive case

Torque Divider
A single stage torque converter with
output torque divider.

Features
r 7 57o of engine torque through the

converter,25Vo through a direct drive
shaft

r freewheel stator is utilized for low
load efficiency

Final Drives
Crown-shaved, two-stage planetary, in-

line final drive gears.

Features
I splash lubricated and sealed with

Duo-Cone floating ring seals
r sprockets have five bolt-on,

replaceable rim segments

Ratings at 1900 RPM* HP

Gross power 330 443

Flywheel power 302 405

The following ratings apply at 1900

RPM when tested under the specified
standard conditions for the specified
standard:

Net power HP

Caterpillar 302 405

rso 9249 302 405

SAE J1349 298

EU 80/1269 302 405

DIN 70020

Dimensions

420

Bore I37 mm 5.4 in

Stroke 152 mm 6.0 in

Displacement 18 liters 1099 cu in

Power Shift with Steedng Glutches and Brakes
kgx lbsr

1000 1000

160

56

*Power rating conditions
r based on standard conditions of 25"C

(77"F) and 99 kPa (29.32 in Hg) dry

barometer
I used 35o API gravity fuel having an

LHV of 42 780 kUkg (18,390 BtuÂb)
when used at 30oC (86"F) [ref. a fuel

density of 838 .9 glL (7.001Lbl

U.S.sal)l
t net power advertised is the power

available at the flywheel when the

engine is equipped with fan, air
cleaner, muffler and alternator

r no derating required up to 2286 m
(7500 ft) altitude

Features
r high pressure injectors
r full electronic control
r parallel manifold porting with two

intake and two exhaust valves Per
cylinder. Stellite-faced valves, hard

alloy steel seats and valve rotators
r cam-ground and tapered, aluminum-

alloy pistons with three keystone-

designed rings, each cooled by oil
spray

r steel-backed, copper-bonded,

aluminum bearings, through-hardened

crankshaft journals
I pressure lubricated with full-flow

filtered and cooled oil
r dry-type air cleaner with primary and

secondary elements
r 24-voht direct-electric starting systeffi,

7 5-amp alternator with two l2-vott,
190 amp-hour batteries

r engine/torque divider module is
isolation mounted to the main frame

reducing machine vibration and

structure-radiated noise
I water cooled turbocharger bearing for

longer life
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Ground contact area 4.24 m' 6569 in'
Grouser height
(from ground
face of shoe)

Ground clearance 507 mm
Gauge 2250 mm 7'5"

Features
t lubricant reduces internal bushing

wear
r hydraulic track adjusters, track

guiding guards and large, positive-
clamping, two-piece master link are
standard

U.S.

Gallons

Fuel tank 2t6
Cooling system 93.5 24.7

Diesel engine
crankcase

Power train r64 43.4

Final drives (each) 3.9

Roller frames (each) 45 ll.7
Pivot shaft

compartment 30 7.8
Implement hydraulic

system tank only 77.2

Brakes
Meets the following standard:
SAE JIO26 APR9O

r single pedal simultaneously applies
brakes to tracks for fast stops

I parking brake applied by transmission
lock lever

Sealed and Lubricated
Track
Coats the track pin with a sealed-in
lubricant.

3474 mm 11'5"

45.5

Pitch 240 mm g.4,, Features

Number shoes/side 43

Shoe type Extreme service

Width of shoe 610 mm 24"
Length of track
on ground

84 mm

Steering

Track Roller Frame
Lifetime Lubricated rollers and idlers
resiliently mounted to roller frame by a
series of bogies.

I tubular design resists torsional loads
I bogies oscillate on sealed and

lubricated cartridge pin connections,
travel controlled by resilient pads

r roller frame attaches by a pivot shaft
and fully pinned equalizer bar

I eight rollers per side
I large pivot bushings operate in an oil

reservoir
r equalizer bar-roller frame ball joint

pins are sealed and lubricated; saddle
connection is a low-friction, no-
maintenance bushing

t recoil system is fully sealed and
lubricated

r oscillation (includes front and rear
oscillation) at idler of 386 mm (15.2")
and + 2.6o at pivot shaft

Steering clutches and brakes features
I hydraulically applied multiple-disk

clutches,392 mm (15.4") diameter
r hand levers combine steering clutch

disengagement and braking in one
control for each track. Pull back
slightly to disengage

I brakes are hydraulically released,
spring applied, with cushion spring
between piston and brake pack for
excellent brake modulation

Gab
Caterpillar cab is optional and Rollover
Protective Structure (ROPS) is standard.

Features
t meets OSHA and MSHA limits for

operator and sound exposure with
doors and windows closed (according
to ANSI/SAE Jl166 JUL87)

t ROPS meets the following criteria:
SAE J394
SAE 1O4O APR88
rso 3471-1986

t also meets the following criteria for
Falling Objects Protective Structure
(FOPS):

SAE J231 JAN81
rso 3449-1984

NOTE:
When properly installed and maintained,
the cab offered by Caterpillar when
tested with doors and windows closed
according to ANSI/SAE Jl166 MAy90,
meets OSHA and MSHA requirements
for operator sound exposure limits in
effect at time of manufacture. The
operator sound pressure level is under
84 dB(A) when measured per ISO 6394
or 86166218U.

Weight (approximare)

Shipping:
includes clutch/brake arrangement,
lubricants, coolant, 20Vo fuel and ROPS
canopy 35 691 kg (78,684 lb)

Operating:
(includes clutch/brake arrangement,
lubricant, coolant, full fuel tank,
hydraulic controls and fluids, back up
alarm, seat belts, lights, front towing
device , 610 mm (24") extreme service
shoes, optional equipment (9SU
bulldozer, single shank ripper,
ROPSÆOPS cab) and operaror)
47 913 kg (105,630 lb)

18

818

T2

15

20.4

Differential Steer features
I dual twist tiller controls all direction

and movement
I twist grip controls forward/reverse

direction
r moving tiller forward turns the

machine left when moving forward,
right when in reverse

t moving tiller back turns the machine
right when moving forward,left when
ln reverse

I speed selection is accomplished by
rotating the knob located on the end of
the tiller control

DgR Track-Type Tractor specifications 15



Dimensions
All dimensions are approximate.

With attachments add to overall machine length: 9 SU Dozer 1660 mm

1559 mm 5'l " 9U Dozer 2001 mmSingle Shank ripper

Multi-shank ripper

E

16ll mm Width over trunnions 3303 mm 10'10"

Drawbar 262 mm 10 Drawbar height (centerline of clevis)
from ground face of shoe 688 mm

3910 mm
(12'7")

3004 mm
(9'10")

1934 mm
(6'4")

2490 mm
(9'0")

3821 mm
(12' 6")

3996 mm
(13' 1")

4919 mm*
(16'2")

8138 mm
(26'8")

*Note: Overall machine length is from tag link trunnion to end

of standard track

591 mm I I(1'11") I I

,2u2ffi3n-*l 
I

2999-Tm-l
(9'5")

4314 mm
(14'2")

Hydraulic Gontrols
Complete system consists of pump, tank with filter, oil cooler, valves, lines, linkage and control levers.

Control valve positions

Bulldozer

Tilt Cylinder
Steering Relief valve settings 40 500 kpa 5875 psi Ripper (Lift)
Implements - Piston-type pump geared from flywheel
Output at 1900 RPM and

Ripper (Pitch)

6 895 kPa ( 1000 psi) 235 liters/min 62.1 gpm
Tank Capacity

Tilt cylinder rod end flow 137 liters/min 36.4 gpm

Steering - Piston-type pump geared from flywheel (optional)

Output at 1900 RPM and

26 000 kPa (3114 psi) 374literslmin 98.8 gpm

Tilt cylinder head end flow 16l liters/min 44.2 gpm

Relief valve settings

Bulldozer 26 200 kPa 3800 psi

Tilt Cylinder 19 300 kPa 2800 psi

Ripper (Lift) 26 200 kPa 3800 psi

Ripper (Pitch) 26 200 kPa 3800 psi

raise, hold, lower, float

tilt righr, hold, tilt left

raise, hold, lower

extend, hold, retract

Reservoir
l7 .2liters (20.4 gal)

Load sensing hydraulics features
I a feedback loop reduces pump output when hydraulic

demand is low
I draws less engine power, providing more power to the

drawbar
I hydraulic power is used more effectively and only when

needed
r simplifies the operator's job and saves fuel

16 DgR Track-Type Tractor specifications



Rippers
Hydraulic tip adjusûnent cylinders vary shank angle to aid penetration and help lift and shatter rock.

Ripper specifications Single Shank,
Deep Ripping +Multi-ShankSingle

Shank Arrangement Arrangement
Overall beam width mm

ftlin
2644
g'9"

Maximum penetration force*
(shank vertical)

KN
lb

151

33,937
t52

34,071
148

33,249
Maximum penetration mm

ftlin
1230
4',0"

1 658
5'5"

802
z',8"(standard tip)

Pryout force*
(multi-shank ripper with one tooth)

KN
lb

323
72,675

323
72,604

332
74,639

Maximum clearance raised
(under tip, pinned in bottom hole)

798
2',7"

798
2',7"

mm
ftlin

881
2',10"

Number of shank holes

Weight
(without hydraulic controls)

kg
lb

4553
10,038

4742
10,455

4889
r0,778

Total operating weight**
(with 9 SU Blade and Ripper)

kg
lb

47 913
105,630

48 103
106,047

48 249
106,370

* Specifications are converted from British to metric measure and rounded.** Operating weight includes clutch/brake arrangement, lubricants, coolant, full fuel tank, hydraulic controls, 610 mm (24") extreme
service shoes, ROPS/FOPS cab, and operator.+ lncludes one shank. Add 927 kgl720lb for each additional shank.
Note: Single shank, deep ripping arrangement weight includes
required pin puller.

Features
I optional single shank pin puller lets operator adjust shank

length from seat
I multi-shank.ripper allows variable use of one, two or three

shanks to match job conditions

Winch Specifications
Mechanically Driven

Clutch and Brake
Hydraulically Driven

Differential Steer

V/eight 2 097 kg 4,624lb 2 t32kg 4700lb
Increased tractor length 163 mm 432 mm 15

Winch case width 1320 mm 1422 mm

Flange diameter 610 mm 610 mm 24"

Drum width 292 mm 336.6 mm 11

Drum diameter 330 mm 317 .5 mm 11

Recommended Cable size 29mm 1.13" 29mm 1.13"

Optional Cable size 32mm 32mm 1.25"

Drum Capacity

recommended cable 69m 226', 84.2 m 276'.

optional cable 55m 1 80' 59m 193',

Oil Capacity 70L 18.5 gal 15.1 6 L 4 gal

cableÆemrle size
(OD x Length) 60 mm x70 mm 2.38" x2.75"60 mm x70 mm 2.38" x2.75"

DgR Track-Type Tractor specifications t7



Bulldozers
Tag link dozer coupling brings blade closer for better balance and control.

Blade 9SU

Blade capacity (SAE JI265)

Width with blade (over end bits) mm
ftlin

13.5
17.7

4314
l4'2"

t6.4
21.4

4645
15'3"

Blade height mm
ftlin

r934
6'4"

r934
6',4"

Digging depth mm
in

606
23.8

606
23.8

Ground clearance mm
ftlin

1422
4'9 "

1422
4'9"

Maximum tilt mm
ftlin

940
3'1 "

t 0r4
3',4"

V/eight* kg
lb

67 44
14,868

7352
1,6,208

Total operating weighlxxlwith blade kg 47 9t3 48 52r
and sinele shank ripper) lb 105,630 106,970

* Does not include hydraulic controls, but includes blade tilt cylinder.
** lncludes clutch/brake arrangement, hydraulic controls, blade tilt cylinder, coolant, lubricants, full fuel tank, ROPS/FOPS cab, 610 mm

(24") extreme service track and operator.

Features
I dual tilt is optional for improved blade fill and dumping
I cutting edges are DH-2 steel and end bits are DH-3 steel for maximum durability
r dozer lift cylinders mount to top comers of radiator guard to improve mechanical

advantage
I single lever controls all blade movements, including optional dual tilt

Standard Equipment
Standard and optional equipment may vary. Consult your Caterpillar dealer for specifics.

Advanced Modular Cooling System
(AMOCS)

Adjustable Contour Series Suspension
Seat

Air cleaner
Alternator, 75-amp
Back up alarm
Batteries (2), IZ-volt, 190 amp-hour
Blower fan
Compu teized Monitoring System action

horn for critical systems: gauges

(engine oil pressure, coolant
temperature, power train oil
temperature, hydraulic oil
temperature, fuel level, tachometer),

alert indicators (coolant flow,
electrical system, transmission oil
filter, air filter, engine warning light
and steering filter, (Differential
Steering only))

Decelerator
24-volt direct electric starting

Ecology drain on engine oil, engine

coolant, torque divider, transmission,
power train oil and hydraulic system

Electronic governor switch
Electric hour meter
Ether starting aid
Front pull device
Front action horn
Fuel priming pump
Hinged extreme service crankcase guard

Hinged radiator and blast deflector
guards

Hydraulic control, four valve
Hydraulic track adjusters
Implement/Steering hydraulic oil cooler

(Differential Steer only)
Implement control boots
Implement control lever restraints
Laminated Thermo-Shield
Lifetime Lubricated rollers and idlers
Lighting system, Halogen (two lights

forward, two rear)
Load sensing hydraulics

specifications

Muffler
Pinned equalizer bar
Power shift transmission
Power train guard
Pre-cleaner with dust ejector
Prescreener
Rain cap

Rearview mirror
Replaceable sprocket rim segments

ROPSÆOPS canopy (USA)
Sealed and Lubricated Track
Seat belt (retractable)

Starting receptacle
Suspension-type undercari age with

eight roller track frames

Track guiding guards

Two-piece master links
610 mm (24") extreme service grouser

tracks (43 section)
Vandalism protection includes

instrument panel guard, cap locks for
fuel tank, engine oil filler, radiator
filler and dip stick, plus battery box
locks (two) and left hand service area

cover lock

DgR Track-Type Tractor



Optional Equipment
(with approximate change in operating weight)

I

I
I
t
;
t

kgb

Air conditioner (Rl 34a) 58 r27 Low temp start for CÆ (includes two additional
heavy duty batteries) 116Air conditioner, fender mounted 160 351

Air conditioner, ROPS mounted 154 339 Low temp start for Differential Steer and available for
CIB (includes two additional heavy duty
batteries and additional starter)

Bulldozers:
r57 347

Dual tilt cylinder 259 573

Rock guard and wear plate
(for 9 SU Blade only)

Oil change system for quick service to engine

and transmission fluids T3953 2,100

Rock guard (for 9U blade only)
Operator arrangement, modified (improves visibility

and comfort for smaller operators) 25 54
Pushplate (for 9 SU blade only) 336 740

Radiator core protector grid 29 65
Cab, FOPS sound suppressed, with

ROPS rollbar (includes heater,
cab accessory group and mirror)

*Rear mounted (additional weight) r 293

Rigid drawbar

295 650 Rear screen
*Rippers

616 1,357 Single shank - Standard a:rangement 4 553 10,038

Single shank - Deep ripping [includes
535 kg (1180 lb) shank, pin pullerl 4 742 10,455

4 r29 9,102 Multi-shank (includes one shank) 4 989 t0,778

2,850 Ripper shank (for multi-shank ripper) 327 720

396 873 Roller, ca:rier 37r 818

39 85 Pin puller, hydraulic (for single shank) 104 229

-3.6 Pin puller control 3.6

Heaters

3.2 Fuel

28 Engine coolant 3.6

Tracks, pair, Sealed and Lubricated:

t4t 310 560 mm (22"), Extreme Service -268 -592

176 389 685 mm (27"), Extreme Service 888

269 593 760 mm (30"), Moderate Service -27 5 -605

35 78 V/aste disposal arangement 953 2100
*Winch arrangement

10 23 Mechanically driven (clutch and brake only)2 097 4,624

Hydraulically driven (differential steer) 2132 4,700

7 19 1,585

Canopy, ROPSÆOPS, includes mirror
(standard USA)

Counterweight:

Front mounted t 241 2,735
*Rear mounted (basic)

Differential Steering System

Engine enclosure

Fan, reversible -8

Fast-fill fuel system for use with

Drawba^r, counterweight or winch 7

Ripper 61

Guards

Rear power train-upper

Rear power train-lower

Fuel tank

Hydraulic controls for dual tilt
Lights, supplemental

Two front

Two rear 11
Spectator sound suppression IT2
*A rear attachment and/or counterweight is recommended for
improve perforrnance and balance.

NOTE: Atl specifications are converted from metric to British
measure and rounded, unless otherwise specified.

5l
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